Atlee
Site Specific Instructions
Percussion:
Please disregard the dimensions of the gym as noted on the gym map. The true minimum
dimensions for all locations are 60X90.
There are some site migration situations that you need to be aware of and with some
coordination, cooperation, and patience, these situations can be navigated with ease.
Each of the warm up rooms for percussion have one double wide center bar removed
entrance/exit door. It is imperative that you work with the unit before you and behind you to
ensure smooth transitions. It is preferred that you allow the unit exiting the warmup room be
allowed to exit before you enter the warm u rooms. Follow the scheduled warm up times.
Much like your timing interval during a performance, your warm up rooms are to be managed
the same way. If your warm up timing interval is 18 minutes, that 18 minutes includes set up,
warm up, and exit before the end of the 18 minutes. Please do not run over your warm up
time as it will delay every unit behind you and please make sure you are ready to enter your
warm up room on time.
The gym only has one double wide door with center bar removed. Extreme cooperation is
necessary. The timing line is horizontal back to front. So, you will need to pull your floor
halfway, set out any back-field props, and line up equipment on the back side of the horizontal
line. Once the T&P Judge states you can cross the horizontal line you can set up your front side
of the horizontal line.
At the end of your performance, you will need to push all your equipment, floor, and props to
the front side of the horizontal line. You need to move with haste to get all your equipment,
floor, and props organized and lined up to exit the gym. You will need to wait while the next
unit completely enters the gym and begins their back field set up. Once the next unit has
completely entered the gym, you will be able to leave the gym.
Please be sure to look at the updated map of the facility and walk the facility to get the lay of
the land. If additional instructions or adjustments are needed, those will be sent out via CS.
Thank you and have a wonderful performance.

